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A Real Crowd
Pleaser
The All New Carnival encompasses an incredible

combination of style, sophistication and technology

with enough room to comfortably carry 8 passengers

leaving plenty of space to spare. The people mover

has moved on.
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European Design
No longer does a family vehicle mean a compromise

when it comes to aesthetics. The Carnival’s wider

stance, clean profile and bold Tiger-Nose grille

culminate in a more modern, resolute design.

It’s all-new design allows for a more spacious cabin

with multiple seating configurations. Go ahead and

experience the new standard of people mover today.
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Sophisticated Style
The All-New Carnival delivers on style, and creates a

truly premium experience for its driver and

passengers. A sleeker, more swept back silhouette

introduces a higher degree of sophistication.

Sculptured surfaces and a strong horizontal body

crease ensure the Carnival conveys a dynamic

appearance. Sophistication and versatility combined,

the All-New Carnival offers the best of both worlds

without compromising on either desire.
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Comfortable
Versatile &
Spacious
The All New Carnival brings a whole new level of

space and versatility. Because no two families are the

same, the choice of 7 or 8 passenger seating

configurations, slide and stand up second row seating

to create floor space and fold flat third row seating

means carrying bulky cargo and a tribe of children is

completely possible
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Superior Driver
Comfort
There are times in family life when you seem to live

in the car. Which is why the Carnival offers superior

convenience, comfort and ergonomic support for the

all-important driver. Everything from the steering-

wheel-mounted controls to the 6 way adjustable seat

and the navigation system (on Si, SLi & Platinum

models only) is intuitively placed for convenient

operation.
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Premium Features

Tuned for Australian Conditions

Like the whole Kia range, the Kia Carnival has been tuned for Australian

conditions, in Australia. This results in engaging, predictable and well-suited

handling and dynamics calibrated to our terrain and conditions.

360 Degree Camera

An innovative 360 degree camera display allows for extended visibility from

all angles. (Platinum model only)

Power Sliding Doors

Designed for your busy lifestyle, the Carnival offers cutting edge technology

with entry and exit power sliding doors. (SLi/Platinum only)

Hands-Free Smart Power Tailgate

Experience ultimate hands-free convenience with the Hands-free smart

power tailgate which automatically opens when you approach with your

Smart Key. (SLi/Platinum only)



Efficient Engines

Reverse camera with Parking Guidelines

To help you see things behind your vehicle that you might not see by looking

over your shoulder, the All New Carnival features a Reverse Camera, which

comes standard across the range. (Platinum features 360 degree camera)

Lane Departure Warning System

Designed to detect if the vehicle is leaving the lane without indicating. Stops

you veering into another lane by a series of audible and visible alerts.

(Platinum only)

Turbo Diesel Engine

Powerful yet frugal 2.2-litre four-cylinder engine with 147kW of power and a

significant 440Nm torque.

V6 Petrol Engine

Advanced 206kW 3.3-Litre Petrol V6 engine with Gasoline Direct Injection

(GDI) technology.



Advanced Safety

Exterior Colours

* Premium paint at additional cost.

Colours and trims displayed here are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to the display process.

† Aurora Black only available on the Carnival SLi and Platinum grades

Clear White Bright Silver * Aurora Black † * Deep Blue * Platinum Graphite *

Smart Cruise Control

Uses radar to maintain a safe

distance from the vehicle ahjead of

you and will automatically slow or

accelerate when safe. (Platinum

only)

Blind Spot Detection with
Lane Change Assist

Detects other vehicles within a

distance of up to 70 metres or in

your blind spot and warns that it

may be dangerous to change lanes.

(Platinum only)

Forward Collision Warning
System

Keeping you at a safe driving

distance from the vehicle in front an

alarm sounds if it senses you are

too close. (Platinum only)

Rear Cross Traffic Alert

Activated when you put the vehicle

in reverse it can detect other

vehicles, motorcycles and even

shopping trolleys approaching the

rear of the vehicle. (Platinum only)



All-New Carnival Grades & Pricing

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

S

45,793
Drive Away
$

47,997
Drive Away
$

6 speed automatic transmission
with manual mode

Rear view camera

6 airbags

Reverse parking sensors

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

Si

49,933
Drive Away
$

52,117
Drive Away
$

17" alloy wheels

Satellite Navigation system +
DVD player

Tri-zone climate control

Premium steering wheel & shift
knob

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

SLi

54,590
Drive Away
$

56,752
Drive Away
$

18" alloy wheels

Power Sliding Doors + Smart
Tailgate

Smart key with push button
start

Leather trim seats

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

Platinum

63,181
Drive Away
$

65,301
Drive Away
$

360-degree camera view

Smart cruise control

Blind spot detection

Lane departure warning system

Report a map errorMap data ©2016 Google Terms of Use

Your Local Dealer

Phone (07) 5582 7775

Fax (07) 5532 8608

Monday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Wednesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Thursday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Friday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Saturday 9:00 AM - 4:30 PM

Sunday Closed

292 Southport Road

Southport QLD 4215

Sunshine Kia

https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=-27.977723,153.387357&z=14&t=m&hl=en-AU&gl=KR&mapclient=apiv3
https://www.google.com/intl/en-AU_KR/help/terms_maps.html
https://www.google.com/maps/@-27.9777234,153.3873573,14z/data=!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3


Kia. Driving Australian Sport

  

https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=-27.977723,153.387357&z=14&t=m&hl=en-AU&gl=KR&mapclient=apiv3
http://www.kia.com.au/

